
E-Game Green Salon
Status update and required tasks



This presentation

 Showing you our progress 

 Find designer, get team working

 Overall Salon and workstations

 The ‘game’ aspect

 Next Steps

 Needed to make it work –

questions and additional texts

 Testing (a later topic)



 Showing the game video

Afterwards: have a quick look yourself (or 

later, when you get this presentation) 

 http://d1rqb3h0ko5ytw.cloudfront.net/

 Please write down any experiences for 

later!

http://d1rqb3h0ko5ytw.cloudfront.net/


The game – final images

 The video had older images. Let’s look at 

the final images, and the questions that 

need to be asked for each work station.

 In the Copenhagen session,

we decided what the topic 

should be for 4 questions 

per work station. We have 

received some questions.



Final image – overall salon



Final image – shampoo



Final image – haircut



Final image – colouring



Final image – perms



Final image – styling



Final image – nails



Connecting questions to objects – example - gloves



Connecting workstations to questions

 We need to 

connect 

questions to 

objects
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Connecting questions to objects

 Sometimes, the link between question 

and object is easy:

 Object: Trash can.

 Question: “Where should we put the

waste as aluminium foils, artificial nail

tips and product packaging spent on 

manicure?”



Connecting questions to objects

 Sometimes, the link between question 

and object is more difficult:

 Object: Lamp

 Question: Has to be about ‘proper 

equipment position’. So do we write: 

“Proper placement of equipment, such as 

lamps, is important. But what about chairs?”

(Paloma’s question was about chairs)

We cannot change the object, so we need to 

be clever in how we write the question.



How to create a question (and its answers)

 How do we create a question?

 The example question we sent earlier:



How to create a question – and its answers

 Using Paloma’s example:

 Every question should have …

 4 possible answers, and ….

 every answer should have a score, and 

a feedback text for the user.



How to create a question – and its answers

 We have prepared for you

 A worksheet per work station

 With the four questions from the    

Copenhagen Matrix

 With four objects from our drawings

 Your task: create 4 complete questions with 

their answers. Keep things simple and 

relevant!

 Before we start, let’s finish this presentation



How to create a question – and its answers

 When the questions are done, what is 

needed?

 You need to translate the questions to 

your language

 You will have to translate some other 

texts in the game to your language (like 

‘welcome’, text on buttons, and 

introduction / explanatory texts). 

 We will instruct you on this later



How to create a question – and its answers

 When the game is done, what is needed?

 You will have to test to see it is working 

and complete (for your language)

 Based on the results, some texts may 

need to be altered (slightly)



Thank you for your attention!


